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Zen Domes Orgonite
 Zen Domes are simple compounds which
balance ambient energy by retuning ElectroMagnetic Energy (EMF) & Geopathic Stress
(GS) into positive healing energy, with many
easily confirmed health benefits
 Zen Domes do this continuously,
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
To view the current Zen Dome product line-up
visit: www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/
shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/ or click
here.

Why you want genuine Zen Domes Orgonite:
To qualify as a Zen Dome, the orgone generator must be
precision-made, beautiful, and as unique as possible. Only the most
effective orgonite is selected to become a Zen Dome.
All Zen Dome orgone generators are energetically double charged. I
personally infuse each one with the intention of giving you the best
results possible for your highest good. I also charge and activate the
crystals within.
Zen Dome Orgone Generators are never mass produced in a factory.
They are hand-made by small families, which are vetted to ensure safe
working conditions, adequate pay, and that they adhere to universal
humanitarian ethics.
Before they are sold, every Zen Dome is inspected, washed & polished
dry, smudged with sacred smoke, blessed with intention (quantum
entanglement), and then they are set in the sun while exposed to healing frequency music. Once you order the designs you most desire,
your Zen Dome Orgone Generators will attune themselves to your life
force energy, producing maximum effect. As a result, Zen Domes are
created in small batches, and are available in a limited supply.
Zen Domes provide orgone generating technology to:

work continuously turning negative energy into positive,
healing energy

purify the atmosphere and stimulate plant growth

dramatically diminish the harmful effects of EMF (ElectroMagnetic Frequency) radiation & Geopathic zones

stimulate positive mood and are a natural remedy for poor
sleep patterns

help restore health to the body, mind and soul by interacting
with the natural crystals (salts) and fluids found in the body

give you an edge so you get more of what you want out of life
Most Zen Domes provide the added influential properties of secondary
crystals to improve your health and circumstances. As the quartz &
other crystals emit their specialized healing frequency, they stimulate
the secondary crystals to vibrate more intensely. Together, they emit
an inaudible symphony of healing vibrations, which clear all of the
chakras as it relaxes the body, and interacts with the natural crystals
(salts) found in our blood and body tissues. Some Zen Domes also
feature angels or sacred geometry.
Delivery policy: In keeping with my commitment to quality, Zen Domes take time to
create, cure, energize and ship. You should receive your order within about 30 business
days, or less.
https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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Understanding Frequency Vibrations
Everything produces frequency vibration: colour, sound,
every cell of our body and even the stones and crystals of
the earth.
As humans, we sense only a very limited selection of
sound/colour vibration. Our auditory range when we
are young is about 20 Hz to 20 KHz.

Crystals, like clear quartz, produce a frequency vibration
of about 786,000 KHz, which pulses faster than the
speed of light! Although we do not detect this frequency
with our physical senses, this does not negate the powerful influence of the energetic frequency vibrations of
everything around us.
As an introduction to this concept, I look to one of the
pioneers in this field, Dr. Masaru Emoto. Many are
https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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familiar with his experiments with words and their effect
on water.
Dr. Emoto, in his book Water Crystal Healing: Music &
Images to Restore Your Well-being, (2006) tells us about
his experiments with music, and how these vibrations
affect water crystals in a profound way.
Dr. Emoto states, “Music with the appropriate rhythm,
tempo, tone, and melody can correct distorted frequencies within our cells, assisting our health and healing”.
On the following pages please read the Introduction from
this book to learn how, in the same manner as music, the
crystals found in Zen Domes affect your environment
and your well-being. More about the positive influential
frequencies produced by Zen Domes later in this guide.

Email: vials@shaw.ca
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Meditation w. Harmonizing
Mandalas
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At the heart of each Zen Dome is a clear quartz, or
other piezoelectric crystal. Did you know that quartz
crystals are neither solid nor liquid? They are a fluid,
which grows and flows and vibrates at 786,000 pulses a
millisecond.
When under pressure, the end points become polarized
(piezoelectric) and the charge is dispersed as the vibrational frequency of 786,000 KHz. Its continuum moves
faster than light and its vibration is the axis of the universe.
A distinctive quality of the quartz crystal is its ability to
clear/wash/purify the energy around it. This is why,
you can place any item close to it, (I.e., jewellery, other
crystals, etc.), and they are energetically cleansed within
hours.

https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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Another special ability of quartz is that you can program
the crystal with your intention, and charge it with specific
energy, be it from nature or people. The crystal will hold
specific thoughts, or a quality of energy that you ask it to
hold.
To charge it with energy from nature, expose the crystal
to any natural spot. The crystal will absorb and carry
that energy for you.
Have you been amazed by how modern technology can
store vast amounts of data into one tiny little micro-chip?
All of that information is stored in a tiny quartz crystal!
Since Zen Domes contain clear quartz and other crystals,
they too can be personalized and programmed.
Clear quartz is considered the Universal Crystal, and due
to its cleansing properties, it self-cleans and purifies the
other crystals bound up with it in the orgonite matrix.
I recommend exposing them to sunshine and a natural
environment once in a while to keep
them robust, and of course you can
program your Zen Dome with your
own intentions any time you wish.
Want a more fulfilling, abundant life?
Get Zen Domes working for you
today!
Email: vials@shaw.ca
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Zen Domes and EMF

Moon Gow Diamond

The natural world, including your
body, produces electromagnetic
fields. But these fields are low in
intensity. Technology produces
much more intense electromagnetic fields, and these fields can
cause health risks. You cannot see
or hear them. But if you live
where there is cell phone service
or power lines, for example, you are exposed to artificial
EMFs.
Electro-Magnetic Frequencies come from cell phones,
cordless phones, mobile antennas, smart meters, broadcast towers, electrical security systems and more. The
higher the frequency, the greater the risk to health. For
example, microwaves are very-high-frequency (VHF)
radiation, and they can pose a significant health risk.
Many cell phone towers operate in the microwave
range.
Naturally occurring bioelectrical signals help to regulate
many processes of the human body. In fact, science suggests that every cell in your body might have its own
EMF.
However, strong artificial EMFs can enter your body
and interfere with the natural way your body works.
This can affect virtually any system within your body,
https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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This is why you benefit from Zen
Domes. Zen Domes are orgone generators: a simple compound which balances ambient energy by converting negative energy (EMF) into positive healing energy (Chi,
Prana, Zero Point, etc.), with many easily-confirmed
health benefits. Zen Domes Orgonite do this continuously, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Tree of Life Pendant

from your sleep cycles to your stress
levels to your immunities to your DNA.

How do Zen Domes restore health to the body, mind
and soul? The frequency vibrations they produce interact with, and positively influence the natural crystals
(salts) and fluids found in the body.
Zen Domes also essentially create positive energy transmitters out of any and all emitters of harmful negative
energy by transforming their frequency.

The best way to know what Zen
Domes will do for you is to try them
out for yourself!
Email: vials@shaw.ca
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Large Pet Orgonite

There are multiple health benefits reported from regularly keeping orgonite nearby. As the crystal emits its specialized healing frequency, it stimulates the secondary
crystals and stones to vibrate more intensely. Together,
they emit an inaudible symphony of healing vibrations,
which clear all of the chakras as they relax the body, and
interact positively with our own natural resonant frequencies.

Zen Dome Orgonite Guide 2018
Zen Domes & Wellbeing

Orgonite Pendants

All Zen Dome orgone generators
contain a piezoelectric crystal.
Quartz is used for focusing the
mind, healing, meditation and spiritual growth. Its helical spiral crystalline form radiates all the colour
vibrations found in the light spectrum, producing a harmonizing,
balancing effect.
All Zen Dome orgonite amplify and purify energy, restoring health to the body, mind and soul. Further, clear
quartz stimulates the immune system and is a powerful
protection stone. Holding a quartz crystal in your hand
actual doubles your bio-magnetic field and dispels static
electricity.
Zen Domes generate a positive electromagnetic field of
healing frequency, and when arranged within the home
or office in a grid-like fashion, they intensify the effect of
each other, extending their range and producing an energetic environment which is conducive to harmony and
healing. Even your plants and pets benefit.
Further, the tactical deployment of small pieces of orgonite near any and all sources of life-negative energy,
(such as cell phone towers, nuclear power plants, underground bases and natural Earth energy grid-lines and
vortices), will bring about specific life-positive,
https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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Orgonite Charging Plate

cleansing, healing, effects.
As seen on page 2 of this guide, in
order to qualify as a Zen Dome, the
orgonite has to be precision-made,
beautiful, and as unique as possible. Only the most effective orgonite
is selected to become a Zen Dome.
I personally infuse each one with the intention of giving
you the best results possible for your highest good. I also
charge and activate the crystals within. In this way, each
Zen Dome is made especially for you, so it will attune
itself to your life force energy, producing maximum
effect.
If you would like to see my beautiful collection of Zen
Dome Orgone generating pyramids, half domes, diamonds, charging plates, pendants and shields, visit my
website https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/
shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/ or click here.
You can also email me: vials@shaw.ca to request my
current Zen Dome catalogue in PDF.

If you have any questions,
contact me through my
website or email me at:
vials@shaw.ca
Email: vials@shaw.ca
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Quantum Cleanse

I will soon add to my website a selection of pocket
crystals suitable for restructuring water, adding aesthetic
ambience to your environment, or for use in personal
healing.

Zen Dome Orgonite Guide 2018
Tree of Life Pendant

Testimonials:
“I am very, very pleased to say that
the Zen Dome Orgonite that a dear
Friend introduced me to is just wonderful! The amulet/shield alone, has
made a significant difference to my
health in the following ways:
· The headache, foggy brain, and other cognitive issues
I have suffered from have all but disappeared;
· I have much more energy, and am clearer by far…
with long hours and late into the night, and up early because I moved a week ago.
· Chronic pain in my shoulder and neck are substantially relieved – I can use my arm again!;
· I began using the Amulet/shield 4 days before my
move, and I was astounded at how much strength, and
energy… I had, and still have… really, really exceptional changes have occurred with less inflammation, aches
and pains, etc…
· I just love the amulet/shield… and sleep with it too!
· Oh, and if I am over exposed, like in a store like Costco with horrible lighting and many people, and energies,
if I begin to have my ‘overload’ symptoms… they disappear within an hour.
As well, I have the large pyramid, the sleep/meditation
pyramid, and 2 Quantum Cleanse Diamond orgonite in
critical places in my home. They are located in my
CranioSacral Therapy session room, my bedroom, and
near my computer and are very clearly doing their job…
I sleep deeply and wake refreshed, my clients are pleased
https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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Large Pet Orgonite

with their sessions, and as I know
them well, we’ve discussed the pieces
at length ….
All of the above amazing results are
despite 2 smart meters on the same
wall…down at the corner of the building… and the electrical panel on the room wall, and wifi
upstairs.
Please note: I have been diagnosed as Electrically Sensitive and was almost housebound at one time, so for me
to feel ‘safe’ with my amulet/shield in my pocket, and
Zen domes in my home is really truly a God-send.
Thank you Karen Holton. Best, Marian”

Email: vials@shaw.ca
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Orgonite 3 Inch Angel

“These (Zen) domes are amazing!! Honestly, if it wasn’t
for a close friend who had recommended these to me for
pain relief, I would’ve never found this shop, and/or
would’ve been too skeptical to have even tried it. Little
did I know after my first order that I too was also suffering from EMF. Symptoms that I had had for years, but
didn’t know what they were that limited me from watching TV or using my computer, went away. Just by placing one mini Zen Dome next to my laptop when I use it
keeps my head clear and I’m able to focus and get my
work done even if it takes hours without
getting sick. I even tested taking the
(Zen) Dome away and using the laptop…the symptoms came back. It is UNREAL!!! I am still in amazement by how
well they work and my plants love them
too! A life changer! Bless Karen and
James for getting them out there!” S.M.

Zen Dome Orgonite Guide 2018
Pure Heart Pyramid

How to Use Your Zen Domes
Improve your wellbeing with precision-made Zen Domes Orgonite
(which include the influence of
health positive crystals). Think of
crystals as beautiful, spiritual
friends with diverse personalities,
which communicate at hundreds of thousands of KHz –
they pulse faster than the speed of light!
Crystals exist on a continuum bridging the realms of
heaven and earth, and when combined with quartz in a
matrix of organic resin and metals, they not only retune
ambient negative energies, but also significantly boost
the influence and properties of all crystals contained
within.
I have personally experienced multiple health benefits
from regularly keeping Zen Domes nearby. As the
quartz crystals emit their specialized healing frequency
(786,000 KHz), they amplify the vibration of the other
crystals. Together, they emit an inaudible symphony of
healing frequencies, which clear all of the chakras as
they relax the body, and restructure the water and natural crystals (salts) found in our fluids and tissues. In this
way, they are especially helpful during the ascension process, which is all about healing and raising our own
unique resonant frequency signature.
Since Zen Domes clear the chakras and relax the body,
https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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they promote wellness on energetic, physical, mental/
emotional and spiritual levels. When you hold, wear or
keep your Zen Domes close to your body, they interact
directly with your energy field and promote the healing,
grounding and balancing of your life force energies,
which promote total wellness. When placed near water,
beverages and foods, they restructure the molecules,
which boost their energetic values and nourishment
potential.
For this reason, I use the Zen Dome charging plate as a
coaster/trivet under my beverages, bowls of hot foods
and salads. You can keep one in your pantry, fridge and
freezer to energize foods (when the charging plate is frozen it may break if dropped so be careful). You can also
place one in your wine cellar, under your fruit bowl, beverage container or under your mattress, or pillow. You can add one
to your pet bed but make sure the
pet cannot use it as a chew toy.

Orgonite Charging Plate

Keep any Zen Dome orgone
generator in your herb/patio
garden, with houseplants or in
your yard to help keep gardens
of all kinds healthy and robust. One of my friends uses
Zen Domes to help tree grafts
to heal. Zen Domes are good
for every living thing. The
possibilities are endless.
Continued on Page 22 
Email: vials@shaw.ca
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How to Use Your Zen Domes
(Continued from Page 21)
I recommend that you keep a larger
Zen Dome, (like the large or medium pyramid), in your vehicle and
RV, and at the office. If you work
out of doors, or in a public facility,
wear a Zen Dome orgone generating pendant; or carry one of the
shields, small Selenite Angel, or
one of the mini diamonds in your
pocket, purse or backpack. Don’t
forget to place a micro-mini Zen Dome cell phone/
tablet shield on each mobile
device you use.

https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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Orgonite Pyramids

For ultimate effect, I recommend setting up a grid of Zen
Domes in your home and living
spaces. Place one large Zen
Dome pyramid at each of the 4
furthest corners of the home,
and 4 medium pyramids or diamonds at the
half way points. Since budgets
vary, start by wearing a Zen Dome
pendant and place a medium Zen
Dome pyramid by your bed at
night. See how this feels energetically and add more as you feel the

Zen Dome Orgone Generators

need.
Springtime Joy

I am confident that you will love these
amazing devices as much as I
do. Treat your friends and loved ones
with Zen Domes at gift-giving occasions. When the social convention
calls for flowers, why
not give Zen Domes instead?
Orgonite Diamonds

Enjoy my new line of Zen Dome orgonite
pyramids, shields, half spheres, diamonds,
charging plates, pendants, and micro-mini
cell phone/tablet shields – all available
through my website. Email me at:
VIALS@shaw.ca to request a PDF copy of
this Zen Dome User Guide 2018.

Orgonite 3 Inch Angel
Set

Orgonite Pyramids

Orgonite Pendants
Email: vials@shaw.ca
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Zen Domes Orgonite Home/Office Grid Placement:
Full size house or condo/apartment:
For ultimate effect, I recommend you set up a grid pattern of Zen Domes on each
floor of your home or living
spaces. Place one large
Zen Dome pyramid
at
each of the 4 furthest corners
of the dwelling, and 4 medium pyramids
or Quantum Cleanse diamonds at the
half way points. Then add
one of your favourite Zen
Domes
to the centre.
Your Zen Domes will interact
https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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with each other as their frequency range is definitely increased when placed in this manner. Grid patterns do
not need to be perfectly aligned.
Zen Domes Orgonite Room, Suite or RV Placement:
Regardless of the area you wish to clear energetically,
you want to place your Zen
Domes in a similar pattern to a
crystal grid
(diagram right).
The sun pattern
on the left represents the energy pattern from your Zen
Dome grid placement.
For smaller spaces, place a
Zen Dome medium pyramid
or Quantum Cleanse diamond
at each of the 4 furthest corners of the dwelling, and 4
small pyramids or Quantum Cleanse diamonds at the
half way points. A centre placement should not be necessary.
If you are particularly sensitive to EMF, I also suggest
the placement of a Quantum Cleanse diamond as close
as possible to the smart meter, electrical panel, cell
phone and other technologies.

Email: vials@shaw.ca

Shop Orgonite

If your budget is limited, start by wearing
a Zen Dome pendant and place a medium Zen Dome pyramid by your bed at
night. See how this feels energetically
and add more as you feel the desire.
Page 25
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Orgone Energy by Ondrej Chladek
Orgone energy was originally discovered by Austrian
psychiatrist and psychologist Wilhelm Reich (18971957) in his psychiatric work. This energy, however, has
been known by different names for centuries by cultures
all across the world, such as Chi or Qi. In Sanskrit it is
expressed as Kundalini. Indian yoga adepts call it Prana
and western cultures call it Ether or Vacuum energy,
Universal life force, etc. Chi energy is an omnipresent
energy, which gives birth to space-time itself, its matter
content, and all the living organisms in it. The energy is
of the cosmic origin and does not originate in our bodies, but the body receives this energy through our chakra
system, and so it manifests itself physically.
Orgone energy consists of two components, positive orgone energy (POR = Positive Orgone) and negative energy, also called DOR energy (Deadly Orgone). Both of
these components are always in balance with each other
in the universe. There is abundant energy in space in
various stages of quality and concentration, but the energy cannot be anywhere completely absent. It takes a
form of statistically isotropic and homogeneous vacuum
(quantum) turbulence and it has no weight (pure energy
with no mass). This is one of the main reasons why it is
very difficult to measure it by conventional techniques.
However, literally everything arises naturally from this
intangible field of orgone/vacuum energy. Orgone energy is the source of spin (rotation) of all things and elechttps://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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tromagnetic and gravitational fields.
Orgone energy is attracted to concentrations of orgone
energy. Unlike heat or electricity, which always show a
direction from higher to lower potential, orgone energy
flows from lower potential to higher potential. Entropy
decreases as orgone energy is distributed more and more
unevenly. However, it would be a mistake to think that
the flow of orgone energy from lower to higher potential
is only the reverse of the law of entropy or to try to represent these processes by thermodynamic equations by
reversing the sign of the time parameter. Non-entropic
orgonotic processes do not run their course mechanically; they are qualitatively entirely different from entropic
processes.
They are, in fact, the
processes responsible
for the growth of all
living things, for the
process of learning, and
for the evolution from
simple to complex species.
In non-living nature
they are responsible for
the growth of clouds
and storms within the
atmosphere, and on a
cosmic scale, for the
growth of galaxies and
the stars within them.
Continued on Page 26 
Email: vials@shaw.ca
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Orgone Energy … Continued from Page 25
Willhelm Reich described orgone as being a vital energy
that could be demonstrated visually, thermically and
electroscopically. He discovered that when non organic
(metal) and organic material (e.g., wood or cotton) are
mixed together in layers, this mixture would act as a
magnet to this energy. He created big boxes with walls
made of these mixtures where he would place his patients to receive high amount of orgone energy into their
bodies. Reich patients were confirmed cured of different
illnesses including high advanced stages of cancer.
Dr. Reich developed several devices for the control of
orgone energy. The most famous of these is the orgone
energy accumulator. A closed box is formed by a system
of layers of metallic and organic materials between
which concentration of energy occurs. The organic layer
of the orgone accumulator attracts and holds life energy
from the atmosphere. The metallic layer of the orgone
accumulator attracts and simultaneously repels the life
energy in both directions. The organic layer re-passes the
orgone energy back to the metallic layer. The metallic
layer radiates the energy to the inside where it stays and
has nowhere to escape.
The cloudbuster device, according to Reich's descriptions, consists of a special movable antenna resembling a
large "pipe organ", which can be aimed at different parts
of the sky. The device influences natural energy currents
between the atmosphere and the ground, and when used
in certain specific ways, wind and weather patterns respond accordingly. When used correctly, the device is
https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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able to cause huge changes in weather.
An orgonite can be any device that uses alternating layers of organic and non-organic materials in various settings or a mixture of catalyzed organic resin with metal
shavings, particles or powders, poured into a mold. This
mixture of resin and metal particles works similarly to
Reich's accumulators. Energy is repeatedly reflected by
metal particles and, as a result of this process, its vibration increases. A couple of crystals can be added to the
mixture for their ability to make the energy more coherent and to enhance a specific function of the orgonite.
The energy is purified and it is radiated back to its surroundings as a vital healthy energy, enriched and synchronized with healing minerals contained in the orgonite mixture. Thus orgonite is basically a substance
which functions as an energy transmutation device,
drawing in negative life energies and EMF pollution and
transmuting it into positive life energy. Orgonite does
not need any external power source, so it is possible to
use
All Zen Domes Orgone Generators

Email: vials@shaw.ca
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Sacred Geometry by Ondrej Chladek
Before the universe came into being, there were only two
things; existence, and non existence. In actuality, there was
only one thing, as non existence cannot be a thing, things inherently imply existence. Thus is the void, a vast nothingness,
of, well, nothing. No movement, no sound, no light, no
space, no time, NO THING. But the paradox lies within this
definition; if there is no thing, we must first have the notion
of THING for there to be an observation of this “lack” of existence. We are here now, and we are things, thus there
MUST have been some THING that existed alongside No
Thing, and it must have had the qualities within it that set it
apart from non existence. This Thing, as you’ve guessed, is
God, Source, Singularity, Consciousness. It is EVERYTHING contained in One THING.
Sacred geometry is the study of the fundamental patterns,
structures, processes and principles that are at the foundation
of reality, and the application of this knowledge in the design
of human social and technological systems.
Throughout nature, at all scales from micro to macro, we can
see and discern patterns, structures and processes that are
common to all manifestation. For example, the vortex spiral
is clearly present in galaxies, in the gas clouds of planets, in
our own clouds and the oceans of Earth, in hurricanes, tornadoes, in our sinks as water drains, in plants and shells, and
even in the flow of hair at the back of our heads. These same
patterns are also present at the micro scale in cells, DNA molecules, and in atomic structures.
The spiral is one pattern in an array of patterns, structures
https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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and processes found throughout the cosmos that combine to
reveal a whole unified model of
what we call a cosmic geometry—a geometry—that underlies all form and process.
Though often we can only see a
small portion of this unified
model, such as the vortex in the
examples just mentioned, there
is emerging at this time an understanding of the integrated
whole system of which the vortex is a part.
Universe and the natural systems found in it are exemplary
of sustainable design. For 14
billion years the cosmos has
evolved without depletion of
energy as a whole. Life on
Earth has experienced many a
radical change over millions of
years, yet all in all it continues
to thrive when left to its own
natural evolutionary processes.
And yet now the impacts of its
preeminent species, human beings, are clearly affecting the
balance of natural systems on
this planet which are increasingly exhibiting rates of change
towards instability and potential systems collapse with every
scientific investigation.
Continued on Page 30 
Email: vials@shaw.ca
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Sacred Geometry … Continued from Page 29
Nature will eventually return to a state of balance, as it always does, but the consequences may be extremely challenging and potentially fatal for humanity and many life forms
affected by these changes. It is well known that the extinction
rate of species is now as much as 1000 times the natural background rate, a significant cause apparently being human impacts on ecosystems, habitat and the biosphere as a whole.
It is clear that the course we are on is not sustainable, let
alone one by which we and all life can thrive. In order to address this dilemma, to course correct our trajectory, we must
now embrace a paradigm shift in the understanding of what
constitutes a sustainable, thriving system. The assumptions of
how to design our economies, our educational and political
systems, our communications media and its truly effective
use, and all our human-contrived social and technological
constructs, are generally based on an old and very limited perception of how life and the cosmos actually work. At a fundamental level of understanding, we humans have built our
world based upon beliefs and perceptual frameworks that are
grossly limited in their sustaining effectiveness simply due to
the fact that they do not include a large portion of understanding about what constitutes a whole and sustainable system. We are fortunate, though, to have arrived at the threshold of awakening to a new paradigm of the fundamental perception of how cosmic design, at all scales, innately produces
sustainable systems, and what the factors are—the patterns,
structures, processes and principles—that comprise these systems.
In the first half of the 20th century, Buckminster Fuller began
exploring a new way of understanding nature’s patterns,
structures and processes which developed into one of his life’s
https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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masterworks, Synergetics: Explorations into the Geometry
of Thinking. Fuller perceived
that nature and the universe
employ a particular set of energetic relationships that are at
the foundation of nature’s coordinate system and the way nature designs organic structures
and systems of high integrity
and sustainability. Synergetic
Geometry lays the groundwork
of the paradigm shift in our
understanding with a simple,
yet fundamental, shift in our
perceptual framework: the shift
from a primarily cube-based,
90° X-Y-Z coordinate system
(generally regarded as the
standard by which to measure
and map reality) to a 60° coordinate system wherein the tetrahedron is understood to be
the fundamental structural
form and the root of an elegant
and synergetic integration of all
geometric structures, including
the cube. Our old cubic paradigm is not wrong, just grossly
limited! Fuller found that by
designing structures based upon synergetic geometries and
principles we can increase efficiency of performance per unit
of energy input quite dramatically to achieve sustainable,
thriving systems. Continued...
Email: vials@shaw.ca
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Following the foundational groundwork of Fuller’s Synergetics, a number of pioneering researchers have begun to expand
our understanding of this new paradigm, perceiving in nature
the underlying processes and principles that are at play in the
design of healthy living systems. One essential understanding
is that nature inherently includes feedback loops in such systems, a self-reflexive process by which the system learns from
its environment, adjusts accordingly to maintain balance and
well-being for itself and its surroundings, and communicates
back out to its environment new patterns and behaviors that
exhibit these adjustments and informs the living system as a
whole. The form that underlies this process is the torus.
This form can be seen literally and discerned conceptually in
all natural systems, from blood cells and biological processes,
to the resource exchange of plants and animals with their environment, outward to the macrocosmic realms of planets,
stars and galaxies, and inward to the microcosmic elemental
and atomic realms. The synergetic geometries and toroidal
flow patterns appear to be fundamental to all cosmic creation.
With this greatly increased understanding of the fundamental
patterns, structures, processes and principles of cosmic manifestation now emerging in consciousness we have a new
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opportunity to design our human systems based upon a more
whole, integrated and naturally sustainable design foundation.
Here’s an example of how doing so can greatly enhance the
efficiency of our technologies.
“A three-dimensional logarithmic spiral is found in the shells
of mollusks, in the spiraling of tidal-washed kelp fronds, and
in the shape of our own skin pores, through which water vapor escapes. Liquids and gases flow centripetally through
these geometrically consistent flow forms with far less friction
and more efficiency. PAX Scientific (USA) has designed fans,
propellers, impellers, and erators based on this shape.
Computational Fluid Dynamics and Particle Image Velocimetry tests showed the technology's streamlining effect can
reduce energy requirements in fans and other rotors from between 10 and 85%, depending upon the application; the fan
blade design also reduces noise by up to 75%. The first airhandling products scheduled for release are fans in computers,
auto air-conditioners, and kitchen range hoods. The Pax
streamlining principle could also lead to improvements in industrial mixers, water pumps, marine propellers, and devices
for circulating blood in the body.” Source: Biomimicry Institute, http://biomimicryinstitute.org/case-studies/
Continued on Page 34 
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By simply aligning the design of technologies with the
patterns and ratios that nature incorporates we are already
gaining efficiencies in basic systems and technologies that
clearly lead to the development of sustainable solutions.
Imagine applying this kind of knowledge to the design of all
of our human systems, not just the technological ones. Imagine a media and communications system that is designed to
not only broadcast information but to also provide a feedback
mechanism that allows for a self-reflexive and adaptive environment of learning and exchange for all involved. With the
capabilities now at hand through Internet media we can do
exactly that and for the first time empower our communities
to create their own news, provide vital information needed to
make informed decisions, and feedback into this communication system the choices best suited to evolve into a healthy
and thriving community system. The same fundamental
principle applies towards creating balanced and effective
political, educational and economic systems locally and for
the world as a whole.
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Sacred geometry offers a deep inquiry into this emerging field
and a means to present and promote this knowledge as a
foundational basis for the design of
sustainable and healthy living
systems.
Humanity is challenged to shift our
ways rapidly so as to tip the scales
back towards a balanced and
healthy planetary ecosystem. Old
paradigm solutions cannot meet
these challenges, and in fact are a
primary contributor to the cause of
the problems we face. We must
now look deeply into the underlying constructs of the unified whole
of nature and the universe, not only
from a scientific perspective but
from the innately intuitive realization that we are truly awakening to
a new paradigm of unity consciousness and the intrinsic interconnectedness of all things.
The deeper study of the principles of sacred geometry causes
better connection between our hemispheres. Right cerebral
hemisphere, intuition and creative, simple and without
logical analysis, experiencing a perception of reality here and
now as it is. Left cerebral hemisphere analyzes the contrary,
in time and space, distinction, evaluates, compares and
logically examines. Perception and understanding of sacred
geometry, drawing, or just watching the various shapes, the
harmonization and communication of hemispheres occurring
and one enters into a single type of consciousness and
perception of reality.
End of Article
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Many people are familiar with using crystals for healing,
and for spiritual rituals like grid-making, but did you
know that you can maximize these practices with the
use of Zen Domes orgone generators?
Any purpose which calls for
crystals is an opportunity to
use and program your Zen
Domes. There is no earthly
limit to how much data can be
recorded by the crystals in Zen
Domes Orgonite, although I
usually suggest this data follow
a theme.
Themes such as health, abundance, security, wellbeing,
new paradigm awareness, peace, balance, love, gratitude—all of the frequency-raising purposes are suitable.
Switch out some of your
crystals with Zen Domes.
Continue to use some
crystals along with Zen
Domes Orgonite because
the Zen Domes will actually boost the healing
power of those crystals.
You may have favourite
crystals which differ from the ones contained in the Zen
https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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Domes orgone generators, so keep using them to your
benefit.

Orgonite Pendants

Dragon Pendant

You can use any
of the Zen Dome
Pendants in the
same manner. The Dragon
Pendant will strengthen the male/god part of us and the
Goddess Pendant will strengthen the female/goddess energies. These Zen Domes are great for balancing the Divine Male and Divine Female energies within. These
connections also serve to anchor divine energies into our
Earthly energy grid.
Since we are all
connected, heal
yourself and you
heal the world.
Continued on
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Orgonite Chakra Disc Set

I suggest placing the 7
Chakra Orgonite Disc Set
directly on your chakra
points while you meditate.
Place them on the chakras
you wish to strengthen or
fortify. Your chakras are
linked directly to your stargates so it is very important
during this time of accelerated evolution that we keep our energetic pathways clear
and bright.

Zen Dome Orgonite Guide 2018
Using Zen Domes in Healing/Spiritual Rituals
Continued from Page 37
The Tree of Life and the Flower of Life pendants are also great to place directly on the
chakras. The Flower of Life
pendant promotes the spiritual/
angelic energies, while the Tree
of Life pendant is used for more intense care
and healing.
Orgonite Pendants

The Chakra Copper pendant is used to
promote a more dynamic healing of the
self and others. If you are in the sensitive stage of the ascension process, I recommend starting with the Flower of
Life pendant, and then when you are in
a position for something more intense,
graduate to the Chakra copper
pendant.
Many people are embracing practices like smudging and
healing circles.
Smudging is very complimentary to the
use of Zen Domes and can be used on
orgonites before infusing them with new/
fresh intentions.
The crystals in the Zen Domes love being
smudged. It is a great way to strengthen
your relationship with them!
https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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All Orgonite Pyramids

Alternative Health Practitioners and Energy Healers can
easily incorporate orgone generators into their practice.
By just keeping one of the more robust Zen Domes within the healing area, the treatments will be more effective.
I recommend using the Large & Medium Pyramids, and
the Quantum Cleanse Diamond within the treatment
area.
Whether for use in the
home or practice,
experiment a
little
and
enjoy!
Good Health
to You!
Email: vials@shaw.ca
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For use in healing
ceremony/ritual I
recommend placing a
large Zen Dome in the
centre of the circle. Then
in grid-like fashion
place any Zen Dome:
like the Medium or
Small Pyramids,
Charging Plate, Half Sphere, Moon Glow Diamond,
Quantum Cleanse Diamond and the Round Shields
within the circle/group.

Meet My Partners - Personal Service

Check out my Facebook Page to see our latest available
selection of quality orgone generators, and other lifeenhancing, herbal products, essential oils and more.
~ Callum Daniels

Zen Dome Direct Sales:
Lavender Haze Apothecary
Callum Daniels, owner
Phone: (403) 597-4182
E-mail: callummichael27@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/lavenderhazeapothecary/
https://www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com/shop/zen-dome-orgonite-products/
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Meet My Partners - Personal Service

Check out my Facebook Page to see my latest available
selection of quality orgone generators, and other lifeenhancing services, including EFT Tapping. Accupuncture,
without the needles!
~ Denise Dueck

Zen Dome Direct Sales:
Tapping Into Wellness
Denise Dueck, owner
Phone: (403) 993-3472
E-mail: tappingintowellness@hotmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/TappingWithDenise/
Email: vials@shaw.ca
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Enjoy original and
unique Zen Domes
Orgone Generators,
and Good Health to
You!
Zen Dome Orgone Generators

Karen Holton (owner)
Red Deer, Alberta
Phone: 403-986-3573
E-mail: VIALS@shaw.ca
www.karenholtonhealthcoach.com

